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About This Game

You've lost your job, wife and family. After several years of wandering you're appointed as a Chief Editor in the “Our Ural”
magazine. You've got 9 weeks to prove your worth and get back to the rich, lucky and fun life. Your team consists of talented
journalists with lots of ideas, but don't forget about the investors who're dictating the rules. Become the Chief Editor for this

magazine and win the “Magazine of the Year” competition!
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Title: Magazine Editor
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 mb

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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This game is... okay at best.

This game has some minor flaws in it that make me not like the game as much as I want to.
(e.g. You cannot replay previous weeks [levels] in the game)

Also I do not like how the game does not tell you how to play.

It took me about 2 mins to realize that I had to use arrow keys, 5 mins to figure out what keys do what, and about 10 mins to
figure out what I was supposed to be doing.

I stopped at the third week because I just got really bored playing the game. That's not something that should happen when you
play a game!

In conclusion, I would not recommend paying money for this. (Unless you are like me and got a steam coupon for the game and
used it for the trading cards.). I personally don't like this at all, you just press two buttons over and over. The only reason I have
this much time in it is because I want all the achievements, but keep falling asleep.. This game is very glitchy.
Some levels it won't even tell you the right things to reject and you have to guess.
It's only 9 very short levels of reject / approve articles....
Not very fun.
Also the Steam title says MagaziMe? the game says MagaziNe.. Absolutely worthless trash. I got this for $0.11 cents after a
90% off coupon and am going to refund it because it's so horrible and most importantly, it's not even a game - It's a fake game.

Like most fake games, this is mobile trash that was ported to steam with no care or thought or skill whatsoever. This game is
such a sad pathetic piece of garbage that the so called "developer" somehow removed their name from Steam entirely so you
don't even know who "made" it.

The fact that this piece of garbage has a Mixed rating makes me think that the fake developer who "created" this is paying
people for fake positive reviews. The actual rating should read "OVERWHELMINGLY NEGATIVE" because any other rating
is overwhelmingly untrue.

Video of this terrible garbage
https:\/\/youtu.be\/teX6dytMwyk

--> Follow My Steam Curator Here <--

This is the first time I've ever refunded a thing that cost 11 cents, and after I get those 11 cents back I will throw them into the
sewer because that is a better use of money than giving it to whoever "created" this horrible piece of worthless garbage.. Only
used to get the badge. quot;
Achievement Unlocked!
1-st week
Start 1-st week you job
"
-Looks hideous
-No tutorial and poor directions
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-Poorly translated
-Game Breaks. it's terrible but i paid 11 cents for it and turned a profit on the cards so i guess it was worth an hour and 10 easy
achievements. 

Check out our Steam Curator Page
 and Website[bluntlyhonest.review] for even reviews and exclusive content!

Its cute, super cute, and looks adorable, the gameplay however is really boring however and while not terrible its better suited
for a mobile time wasting game, than an actual PC title, decent but not decent enough, only recommended for those who like
very simple repetitive mechanics.

This mini review is part of "10 Games that are so gosh darn cute."
https://bluntlyhonest.review/2019/05/08/10-games-that-are-so-gosh-darn-cute/. Do NOT get this game until the bugs are fixed!

The game plays almost like a mobile game. You reject\/accept certain types of "articles" (nature, sports, etc). There is a pile that
shows the accepted and rejected articles, along with a pile for your mistakes. The game supposedly allows for touch screen
controls, but I haven't tested this out. There are NO instructions on actual gameplay. It took me a little bit to even realize what I
had to do to pass a level (I beat the first day by pressing left and right arrows randomly). It doesn't even say which arrow button
means accept or reject. Sorry, we're on our own figuring this game out!

Even if you're not an achievement hunter, you simply CAN'T continue on with the game with the bugs. I have replayed Day 6
mutiple times and have beaten the day. However, I can't play Day 7. So, I'm stuck on Day 6 forever.

I'd definitely pass on this game, even if it was free! As it is, it's definitely not worth the price tag, even on sale!. Only used to get
the badge
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Umm.... Well....

No real tutorial.

Possible typo in the title?

 Very short.At least I got it very cheap?. "
Achievement Unlocked!
1-st week
Start 1-st week you job
"
-Looks hideous
-No tutorial and poor directions
-Poorly translated
-Game Breaks. 10\/10 doingIt for badge. Certainly not a sim or management game. In fact it's Just a clicker game at
best, a puzzle game at worst, and is rather non-sensical without any instructions. Don't be fooled in to thinking this is
worth any small payment - it's not.. - no tutorial or any explanation on what to actualy do or what the colors mean
- no settings or volume control
- translation is horrible, even the game name got a typo
- loosing one level instantly wipes your whole progress
- gets boring very fast

Seriously, just move along. Don't even bother buying it for the achievements.. This game is... okay at best.

This game has some minor flaws in it that make me not like the game as much as I want to.
(e.g. You cannot replay previous weeks [levels] in the game)

Also I do not like how the game does not tell you how to play.

It took me about 2 mins to realize that I had to use arrow keys, 5 mins to figure out what keys do what, and about 10
mins to figure out what I was supposed to be doing.

I stopped at the third week because I just got really bored playing the game. That's not something that should happen
when you play a game!

In conclusion, I would not recommend paying money for this. (Unless you are like me and got a steam coupon for the
game and used it for the trading cards.). My Review of Magazime Editor: OurUrals

"You've lost your job, wife and family. After several years of wandering you're appointed as a Chief Editor in the “Our
Ural” magazine. You've got 9 weeks to prove your worth and get back to the rich, lucky and fun life. Your team consists
of talented journalists with lots of ideas, but don't forget about the investors who're dictating the rules. Become the Chief
Editor for this magazine and win the “Magazine of the Year” competition!"

This is what appealed to me when I decided to pick up this game, and let me tell you, I never looked back.

Pros & Cons

Pros: Addictive Gameplay, Sleek UI and Design, AI straight from F.E.A.R, fun and interesting characters, unique art
styles, pulls at my heart strings. Cool losing mechanics, I enjoyed restarting levels over and over. And many many more

Cons: the Game wasn't priced high enough.

Summary: A Game I just couldn't put down, spent countless hours in the campaign mode. Still a relic I visted from time
to time. I think everyone in the world should at least play one campaign in this.
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